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Abstract— Now a days, the text files contains relevant 

amount of information, may be in the structured data or 

unstructured data .The unstructured text, information 

searching is very difficult process. Propose an alternative 

method for the generation of the structured data. Specified 

documents are contain information of interest and this 

information is going to be useful for querying the database. 

Here users are upload the information contain document, 

information retrieval is very easy. For more information 

about the data the web links also available.                        
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the amount of data used by any common user or the 

average system or more over information user is increasing 

day by day and the file sizes are getting more and more it 

was not in the far past that we could move the all data in a 

college, in flopy disk and now even a simple file.txt file in a 

system modified to block spam sites is almost 20Mb sized 

so to find out data by searching the document manually or 

using a plain searching algorithm is not feasible so we need 

a better indexing technique to make the search process better 

and that is the relevance of the proposed concept. 

Then propose a method CADS(Collaborative 

Adaptive Data Sharing)[2][3] platform this is an “annotate-

as-you-create” method that provides  data annotation. A key 

contribution of  system is the direct annotation process that 

is useful for  the query workload, in addition to validating 

the document content. Objective of this paper prioritization 

of document annotation[1] towards generating names and 

values of attribute that will often used by querying users and 

these attribute values will provide suitable results. These 

results having more information the links are available web 

index it will have more useful for the users. 

II. IMPLEMENTATION 

Proposed a Information Extraction algorithm[1][3][6] for 

the document annotation from the text files. Following  are  

the working process, 

 
Fig. 1: Information Extraction Algorithm 

A. Step by step of the Information Extraction Algorithm. 

1) select text file 

2) Ignore stopwords 

3) Parse the text manifest statements 

4) Tokenize the extracted sub text 

5) Identify and eliminate the stop words referring the   

precreated list 

6) Inject the token into keyvalue collection 

7) Repeat the steps for all tokens 

8) Index the multiplicity of kewords into the index value 

collection 

9) Insert into key value collection and save and populate 

the results. 

B. User Management and Authentication Module 

This module is the starting point of the system here the user 

will give in the personal details and start a user account in 

the system so that he could maintain his files and related 

data and thus utilize the functionalities of the system. This 

module consists of three sub modules the user authentication 

module which challenge the user to enter the login pre-

shared credentials[3][5] each time the user tries to access the 

system only after successfully completing this challenge the 

user will be allowed to use the system in fact this is a typical 

user authentication module which uses the state of art alpha 

numeric authentication technique. 

C. The File Selection and Validation 

In this module receives the file inputted by the user for 

annotating and checks the file name extension the file 

content and other parameters for the specific rules so that 

the file would be confirmed suitable for the further 

processing in the system. This module  receives the files 

inputted by the user and checks whether the file contains 

annotable data[4][6] and if the annotations will provide an 

efficient search method for the data here in the inputted file. 

D.  File Parser & Key Value Generator 

This is the core of the project  this module analyses the files 

and generates the annotations and the necessary results for 

the procedures executed in the system. And avoid stop 

words from it and count frequency of querying keywords 

which will be important for content based search. Preparing 

frequency count of these keywords appearing in only single 

document. 

E. Result Optimizer & File Upload 

This module provides the results to the user and collects the 

suggestions from the user so that the annotations could me 

made user friendly so that the user search process could be a 

far better one.Then uploads the file and the results to the 

server for future use by the user and for the user to easily 

search any content in the file in the most optimized manner 

anytime from anywhere. 
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F. Related Web Index Generator  

This is an add on to the basic concept even though  the 

system provides a full indexing of the file uploaded the data 

might not be complete and much data would be present in 

the web or the already existing uploaded documents in the 

server. so this module would go to the other resources like 

that and search for relevant data related to the file contents 

and generate a separate search index data in the server 

database. 

III. RESULTS 

Experimental results of the proposed system. In first phase 

text files uploading, 

 
Fig. 2: Uploading Files 

In fig 2:NNN.txt file can be uploaded, these text 

files can be saved to the database. 

 
Fig. 3: The uploaded Files 

In the uploaded files, searching process can be done 

 
Fig. 4: Data searching 

In this fig 4, keyword data can searching, the 

annotated document obtained. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Presented a adaptive techniques to provide important 

attributes to document annotation, while trying to satisfy the 

user querying data. This method is based on a probabilistic 

framework that considers the evidence in the document 

content and the query workload. Provide two ways to join 

these two pieces of evidence, content and querying value. 

Using this technique to improve the visibility of the 

documents with respect to the query workload by up to 60 

percent. Using the workload queries, increase the annotation 

process utility of shared data. The web related Generator, 

provides more information of the annotated data. 
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